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Abstract. The Internet of Things (IoT) is widely expected to make our society safer,
smarter, and more sustainable. However, a key challenge remains, which is how to
protect users and Internet infrastructure operators from attacks on or launched
through vast numbers of autonomously operating sensors and actuators. In this paper,
we discuss how the security extensions of the Domain Name System (DNS) offer an
opportunity to help tackle that challenge, while also outlining the risks that the IoT
poses to the DNS in terms of complex and quickly growing IoT-powered Distributed
Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. We identify three challenges for the DNS and IoT
industries to seize these opportunities and address the risks, for example by making
DNS security functions (e.g., response verification and encryption) available on
popular IoT operating systems.
Keywords: DNS security, IoT security

Introduction
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to further ease our daily lives through tens of
billions of connected devices that passively and autonomously sense and act upon
our physical environment. While this makes the IoT vastly different from traditional
interactive Internet applications like email and web browsing, many IoT devices will
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use the Domain Name System (DNS) to look up the IP addresses of the remote
services they need, for instance to offload the analysis of sensor data. The DNS is a
globally distributed, hierarchical, multi-operator infrastructure, in which we are
involved as operators and researchers.
We discuss the interplay between the DNS and the IoT, arguing that the IoT
represents both an opportunity for and a risk to the DNS [1]. It is an opportunity
because the DNS provides functions and data that can help make the IoT more
secure, stable, and transparent, which is critical given the IoT’s seamless interaction
with the physical world. It is a risk because various measurement studies suggest
that IoT devices may stress the DNS due to complex DDoS attacks carried out by
botnets that can grow to hundreds of thousands or perhaps even millions of infected
IoT devices within hours.
These opportunities and risks present new challenges for the DNS and IoT
industries [1] (e.g., for DNS and IoT operators and software developers) including,
but not limited to: making the DNS’s security functions (e.g., response verification
and encryption) available on popular IoT operating systems and developing and
operating shared systems that allow DNS operators to automatically share data on
IoT botnet activity.
Our contribution is the analysis of the opportunities and the risks and the challenges
we put forward, which to the best of our knowledge is unique work. Our aim is to
trigger and facilitate dialogue on IoT security practices among stakeholders like IoT
firmware developers and device manufacturers, DNS operators, and policy makers,
as well as to provide guidance for new research directions. We do not detail a
specific system or solution.

Overview of opportunities, risks, and challenges
Table 1 provides an overview of the opportunities, risks, and challenges we identify
and discuss in detail in [1]. We discuss the ones in grey in this paper, after we briefly
survey the IoT landscape and how the DNS serves the IoT in the next two sections.
Table 1: Overview of opportunities, risks, and challenges [1].
Opportunities
Using DoH/DoT to encrypt DNS queries
Using DNSSEC to detect malicious redirects of IoT devices
DNS protocols to double-check the authenticity of IoT services
Protecting IoT devices against domain registration hijacks
Using DNS datasets to increase IoT transparency
Risks
DNS unfriendly programming at IoT scale
Increased size and complexity of IoT botnets targeting the DNS
Increased DDoS amplification through open DNS resolvers
Challenges

Developing a DNS security and transparency library for IoT devices
Training IoT and DNS professionals
Developing a system to share information on IoT botnets
Proactive and flexible mitigation of IoT-powered DDoS traffic
Developing a system to measure how the IoT uses the DNS

The IoT landscape

The IoT is a term used to describe a range of Internet applications that extend
“network connectivity and computing capability to objects, devices, sensors, and
items not ordinarily considered to be computers” [2]. IoT applications are expected
to connect tens of billions of such objects to the Internet [2] and affect almost all
sectors of society, including “smart homes” with connected kitchen appliances, toys,
and lighting, “smart cities” with connected streetlights and environmental sensors,
and self-organizing dynamic networks of drones and robots.
The IoT is different because it exists “in the background” as an integral and invisible
part of people’s lives [2]. This is unlike traditional Internet applications, which focus
on enabling humans to interact deliberately with content and services (e.g., through
web browsers). For example, a smart home may be able to automatically unlock its
front door based on the location of someone’s phone and various biometric signals
from their smart wristwatch (e.g., movement or heart rate patterns).
Another important difference is that IoT applications are typically control programs
that run on wildly heterogeneous devices, while today’s (web-based) Internet
applications typically run on relatively homogenous laptops and mobile phones. For
example, a smoke detector is typically small, battery-operated, does not have a user
interface, and communicates via low-powered radios (e.g., Bluetooth Low Energy or
Zigbee). On the opposite end of the spectrum, a connected refrigerator will often
have a touch screen user interface, powerful processing and storage capabilities,
and a WiFi connection to services on the Internet (e.g., goods suppliers or
maintenance facilities).

DNS and the IoT
IoT devices typically exchange data with one or more remote services hosted on the
Internet (e.g., to analyze sensor data) and often locate these services using the DNS
protocol [3]. As a result, IoT deployments operate across two co-evolving and
interacting ecosystems: (1) the DNS with its resolver operators, authoritative name
server operators, and domain registration providers, and (2) the IoT with its device
manufacturers, IoT device operators (e.g., drone operators), and providers of the
remote services with which these devices interact.
Figure 1 shows two examples of IoT deployments, DP1 and DP2. The first scenario
(on top) shows a smart home in which the devices first interact with the DNS in
order to locate specific services. A smart wristwatch (device D1) queries the DNS for
the address of a remote service (S1) named s1.home1234.net. The DNS returns S1’s

IP address to D1 (see DNS Lookups, below), which D1 uses to send sensor readings
to S1 (e.g., the user’s movement and heart rate) across the Internet. S1 runs in data
center DC1, analyzes the measurements, and automatically sends instructions to
other devices in the house. For example, it could use biometric information from
D1’s sensors to identify the user (e.g., by analyzing the person’s body movements)
and automatically instruct the lock on the front door (device D3) to unlock when the
smart watch (D1) is near it. At the same time, S1 could send instructions to turn on
the lights in the house (device D2) and interact with other devices in the home (e.g.,
to turn on the heating).

Figure 1: IoT deployment and the DNS.
The second scenario (bottom of Figure 1) shows a deployment DP2 with air
pollution sensors (D3 through D9) spread across a city. They do not have an IP stack
and therefore interact with their remote service S2 (running in DC2) through an
intermediate gateway G1, which performs the DNS functions on behalf of the IoT
devices. One advanced future scenario could be that S2 uses the air pollution
readings to dynamically adjust traffic lights to guide traffic to parts of the city that
are less polluted.
The services of an IoT deployment (e.g., S1 and S2) have their domain names
registered in the DNS like any discoverable service on the Internet. The difference is
that services in the IoT help IoT devices with sensing and acting upon a user’s

physical world, whereas traditional Internet applications help users interact with
content or services. In addition, services in an IoT deployment are usually invisible
to end-users because the IoT device manufacturer configures them and users
typically cannot easily change them.

DNS lookups
IoT devices and gateways resolve the domain name of a service by sending a DNS
lookup request to a resolver, the DNS component that traverses the DNS to map the
host name to an IP address. Figure 2 shows a simplified view this process using
device D1 (See Figure 1). For simplicity, we depict a single name server at each of
the root (.), the top level (.net), and the second level (home1234.net).

Figure 2: Simplified DNS resolution for IoT devices.
D1 sends a DNS query for s1.home1234.net to resolver R3, which passes the query
to a root name server (A1). A1 returns the IP address of the authoritative name
server for the .net “top level domain” (TLD), which R3 contacts next using the same
query. The .net TLD’s server (A2) returns the IP address of the name server for
home1234.net (A3), to which R3 sends the query once more. A3 returns the IP
address of s1.home1234.net, which R3 sends to D1 so it can use that IP address to
connect to S1.
Resolver R3 is typically operated in edge networks by the user or by the user’s ISP,
but may also be a central public resolver (e.g., Google Public DNS) or one that the
device manufacturer provides. Domain name lookups may involve multiple layers of
resolvers; for instance, R1 might be a resolver on the user’s home router and R2 a
resolver at the user’s ISP.
Resolver R3 typically has a cache (C3) in which it temporarily stores DNS responses,
such as that of D1’s query for s1.home1234.net. Caches are a crucial part of the DNS

architecture because they reduce the load on authoritative name servers (e.g., on A1
though A3), which enables the system to scale and reduces lookup latencies.

Opportunities for the DNS

IoT deployments introduce new security, availability, and transparency
requirements because they interact with physical space [2], often without explicit
human involvement or awareness. This is an opportunity for the DNS because it is a
globally pervasive infrastructure with security extensions that can help in fulfilling
these requirements. We discuss three extensions here and refer to [1] for a more
elaborate overview.
DoH and DoT
DNS-over-HTTPS (DoH) and DNS-over-TLS (DoT) [4] are two new protocols that
encrypt DNS messages between a DNS client and its resolver, thus hiding domain
lookups and responses from on-path inspection and/or alteration.
One advantage of DoH and DoT for IoT devices is that third parties with access to
links along the path the DNS query travels (e.g., an ISP or public hotspot operator),
cannot observe the contents of the queries. For example, the sleep monitor studied
in [3] uses six pre-configured domain names for its operation, such as helloaudio.s3.amazonaws.com and sense-in.hello.is. DoH or DoT hide these names from
on-path observers, making it more difficult to learn the type of device and any
vulnerabilities it may have. This is particularly important in the IoT because IoT
devices often do not have a user interface, which means that compromises are more
likely to go undetected.
For any potential DoH and DoT deployments, the risks and issues in centralized
settings (e.g., when R3 in Figure 2 is a central public resolver) must be carefully
considered, such as that it becomes more difficult for operators of access networks
to detect malware with encrypted DNS traffic [5].
Using DNSSEC to detect malicious redirects of IoT devices
The purpose of the DNSSEC protocol is to verify that the response to a DNS query
comes from an authoritative server and was not altered in transit. DNSSEC works by
adding cryptographic signatures to DNS records, which resolvers validate using
DNSSEC’s chain of trust [6]. Validation errors indicate that the response to a
DNSSEC-enabled query may have come from a non-authoritative source or has been
tampered with in transit.
DNSSEC is important in the IoT because manipulated DNS messages can redirect IoT
devices to a malicious service, jeopardizing user privacy, safety, and well-being. A
relevant attack that DNSSEC helps to detect occurs when an adversary uses a Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) hijack to impersonate an authoritative DNS server. In
Figure 1, an attacker could carry out such a hijack by injecting malicious
announcements into the Internet’s routing system claiming that it owns the IP

address range of S1’s network, and then setting up a malicious authoritative DNS
server utilizing the hijacked IP address of the actual server [7]. As a result, DNS
queries for D1 services would receive answers from the malicious but now
authoritative DNS server, which could direct D1 to a malicious site (M). All of D1’s
DNS queries (and all of D1’s sensor data) would be sent to the attacker’s network,
possibly without user awareness. D1’s resolver would detect such an attack if it
were DNSSEC-enabled, because it would fail to validate the data from the malicious
DNS server through DNSSEC’s chain of trust.
DNSSEC also offers IoT devices additional means to check the authenticity of remote
services after DNS resolution. For example, if D1 uses HTTPS to connect to S1, it can
use DNS Authentication of Named Entities (DANE) [8] to look up the certificate
associated with S1 and confirm that the certificate it received through the HTTPS
connection is valid and bound to S1. DANE builds on DNSSEC and requires DNSSEC
validation to work.
Using DNS datasets to increase IoT transparency
A third opportunity is to use DNS queries as a data source to visualize and control
what services IoT devices use that potentially process personal data. This would
enable users to understand which resolvers their IoT device use (e.g., a public
resolver or the resolver of the user’s ISP) and if interactions between their devices
take place directly or via remote services on the Internet (e.g., a light switch that
receives on/off instructions from an app on a mobile phone via a remote service on
the Internet [3]).
While today most users are unaware of the internal workings of IoT deployments
and mostly cannot influence them, future regulation of the IoT may give users
greater control over how their information is used, which would make support for
IoT transparency a stronger requirement.

Risks to the DNS
IoT devices can serve as a platform for large-scale Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks [9][10]. While DDoS attacks are not new, some of the IoT’s most
important characteristics—billions of wildly heterogeneous deployed devices and
autonomous device operation—make DDoS attacks both easier to launch and
harder to contain. We consider two sources of DDoS attack risk in the IoT and refer
to [1] for more details.
DNS-unfriendly programming at IoT scale
One cause of additional load on the DNS is IoT device engineers using the DNS
naively. For example, after an update to iOS 6.0 in November 2012 [9], the TuneIn
music app (a traditional Internet application) started transmitting one DNS query
per second for domains of the form www.<random-string>.com, perhaps to regularly
check for network connectivity. The mobile network operator that observed the
event reported about 1,000 of these queries per second from about 700 iPhones.

The result was that the operator’s DNS resolver cache grew to about 5 million
entries (normally around 400K) and its memory consumption increased to around
10 GB (normally around 4 GB), leading the operator to classify the event as a DDoS
attack on its resolver. The network operator was unable to block the traffic because
the devices were also making normal DNS queries, and instead had to wait until a
new version of the app was released, about three weeks later. In the IoT, such
incidents can have adverse global effects on DNS (resolver) operations.
A contributing factor is that IoT device engineers rely on open source libraries that
hide the details of networking functions from them. As a result, they are less familiar
with how the DNS works and may be unaware that DNS-unfriendly programming
can have Internet-scale effects.
Increased size and complexity of IoT botnets targeting the DNS
Another risk is IoT botnets, which are created when IoT devices (e.g., IP cameras
and DVRs) are infected with malware which then hits the DNS (and other types of
Internet infrastructure) with large coordinated DDoS attacks [10].
With the growth of the IoT, botnets are likely to grow to millions of devices and
serve as launch pads for ever-larger DDoS attacks. Currently observed IoT botnets
contain hundreds of thousands of bots (e.g., the Mirai botnet [10] with 400K-600K
infected devices and the Hajime botnet [11] with around 400K infected devices),
which can launch DDoS attacks that cripple services of large operators such as the
name service provider Dyn and hosting provider OVH. Compounding the security
threat are the 3 million open DNS resolvers reported by Shadowserver (Dec 2018)
[12], which enable amplification of Mirai-sized DDoS attacks on the DNS by factors
between 29 and 64 [13].
The complexity of DDoS attacks is also likely to increase. For example, the Hajime
botnet has a churn (bots recruited into and leaving the botnet) of around 2K bots
per 20-minute interval [11], which makes it very challenging to filter out botnet
traffic based on IP addresses. Similarly, we expect that the propagation rate of
botnets will increase. For example, the operators of the Hajime botnet rolled out a
software update to exploit and infect Gigabyte Passive Optical Network (GPON)
routers through a vulnerability that was published only 10 days earlier [11]. As a
result, the number of Hajime infections jumped from around 60K to 93K in 31 hours
[11].
An IoT botnet is more difficult to eradicate because it can be assembled from a much
wider range of devices (e.g., different CPU architectures, hardware, and operating
systems [11]). This makes it more difficult to reduce its size quickly and at scale,
especially when IoT devices interact with people’s physical environment and
therefore require more painstaking repair for safety reasons. Another difference is
that infections of IoT devices often stay undetected longer because IoT devices
typically operate “in the background” and may not be evident to end-users (e.g.,
pressure sensors in floor tiles).

Challenges for the DNS and IoT ecosystems
Based on the risks and opportunities we discussed above, we identify 5 challenges
for the DNS and IoT ecosystems (see Table 1), 3 of which we discuss here.
Developing a DNS security and transparency library for IoT devices
The first challenge is developing and maintaining an open source library that
implements functions of DNS security for IoT devices (e.g., DNSSEC validation,
DANE, and DoH/DoT); transparency and control of remote services with which their
IoT devices interact; and other functions such as traffic obfuscation to hide the
typical patterns of IoT devices with highly specific functions (e.g., the traffic pattern
of light switches [3]) and automatic resolver failover.
Such a library would have to work with the most popular IoT operating systems
(e.g., OpenWRT and RIOT) and CPU architectures (e.g., arm and mips [11]), and with
the more limited resources of typical IoT devices (e.g., limited battery power, CPU
power, or capacity to perform cryptographic operations). It would also have to offer
an API that enables IoT device engineers to easily include and use the library.
Potential starting points for development of such a library are Danish [14], which
makes HTTPS DANE available on OpenWRT and the SPIN real-time visualizer for
DNS query patterns of IoT devices [15].
Developing a system to share information on IoT botnets
Another challenge is to develop a system that enables DNS operators to
automatically share the characteristics of the DDoS attacks they handle and how
they handled them. This helps the operations teams of other DNS operators to more
quickly write filtering rules or set up other measures in case the attack targets them,
which is particularly important in the IoT because IoT botnets can grow quickly in
size and can quickly vary the types of DDoS traffic they generate.
The system we envision contains entries for IoT botnets that have generated a
significant amount of DDoS traffic (e.g., 500Gbps or more), with each entry
describing the fingerprint of the DDoS traffic the botnet generates and configuration
information that DNS operators have used to filter the botnet’s traffic (e.g., filtering
rules for different router platforms). The system could also combine measurements
from different vantage points (e.g., different DNS operators) to track statistics such
as concentrations of bots across autonomous systems and booter sites that sell
attacks that use the botnet.
Potential starting points for implementing such a system are 3DCoP (DDoS Defense
for a Community of Peers) [16] and the Dutch national DDoS clearing house [17].
The system should preferably be implemented in a fully distributed way (like
3DCoP) because it may become a target for DDoS attacks itself.

Proactive and flexible mitigation of IoT-powered DDoS traffic
A final challenge is to link the various DDoS mitigation systems that protect DNS
operators and other Internet infrastructure operators in a flexible and synergistic
way so they can quickly share DDoS mitigation capacity through a DDoS mitigation
broker. This capability would help an individual operator who can no longer handle
a DDoS attack on their own and must quickly scale up its mitigation capacity
through third parties (e.g., its upstream transit providers). Such scenarios become
possible with the DDoS Open Threat Signaling (DOTS) protocol [18], which enables
a network to signal to another organization that it needs additional DDoS mitigation
capacity. We envision such collaborative DDOS mitigation systems will be important
because IoT botnets enable complex and amplified DDoS attacks that can grow to
several hundred thousands—and in the future perhaps millions—of infected
devices within hours, and are difficult to eradicate.
In parallel, we envision security systems in edge networks (e.g., on home gateways)
that automatically block traffic from local devices that appear to have now become
part of a botnet based on a specified traffic profile learned of a priori (e.g., using
DDoS fingerprints). This would proactively stop IoT-powered DDoS attacks close to
the source, reducing the volume of DDoS traffic that DNS operators would have to
handle. Traffic blocking requires functions like distributed traffic measurements in
edge networks, anomaly detection, and interactions with users when a security
system has temporarily blocked one of their devices.
Implementations can use Manufacturer Usage Descriptions (MUDs) for IoT devices
[19], which enable edge security systems to whitelist a device’s normal behavior
and block all other traffic, such as outbound DDoS traffic. Examples of emerging
security systems for edge networks are SPIN [15] and the Secure Home Gateway
project [20].

Conclusions

The expectations that IoT technology will produce a smarter, safer, and more
sustainable society are extraordinarily high. While they may come true, we
recommend complementing such optimism with a recognition of the reality of the
also extraordinary safety and privacy risks to society that this technology brings.
The opportunity for the DNS is that it is a globally pervasive infrastructure that can
help addressing these risks, although the IoT also poses a risk for the DNS itself.
Several challenges lie ahead to seize these opportunities and to address the risks,
which will at the very least require cooperation across the IoT and DNS
communities, both in terms of research as well as operations.
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